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Abstract

This paper describes a method how to stabilize a system
consisting of several subsystems. The subsystems are de-
scribed by nonlinear models with different vector fields.
The method is denoted min-projection strategy, since the
vector field associated with the smallest (skew) projection
is selected for each state. Conditions are given guaranteeing
(exponential) stability. It is also shown how these conditions
can be formulated as a nonlinear optimization problem, or,
for a pre-determined projection matrix, a linear matrix in-
equality (LMI) problem. Sliding motions may occur in the
basic form of the strategy. However, it is shown how this
behavior can be avoided by introducing hysteresis around
the switch surfaces, still preserving stability of the closed-
loop hybrid system. Two examples are given to motivate
and exemplify the strategy.

Keywords: Hybrid systems, Switched systems, Expo-
nential stability, Stabilization, Linear matrix inequalities,
LMIs.

1 Introduction

This paper addresses issues concerning the stabilization
of systems that switches among different system struc-
tures. The motivation is the large number of systems con-
trolled by different controller structures or control-laws, see
[12, 18, 4, 9, 5] and the references therein.

The stability of the closed-loop controlled system depends
in general of the switching strategy. Switching between sta-
ble system structures not necessarily imply a stable closed-
loop behavior [3, 14]. Contrary, by designing a proper
switch strategy, unstable system structures can be stabilized
[15].

During the last decade, several stability results of switched
and hybrid systems have been proposed in the literature
[13, 6, 3, 15]. Unfortunately, these results are not construc-
tive how to design the switch strategy, but merely give suffi-
cient conditions to guarantee stability of a closed-loop sys-
tem using a proper switching strategy.

There exist constructive approaches to design a switching
strategy. The approach proposed by Wicks et al. [19] de-
scribes how to (asymptotically) stabilize a system consist-
ing of two linear subsystems for which there exists a stable
convex combination.

Another approach is given by Malmborg et al. [10]. In
this approach, it is assumed that each controller (vector
field) has an associated Lyapunov function for which the
energy decreases in a certain region, and these regions to-
gether cover the state space. Furthermore, it is assumed that
the corresponding Lyapunov functions are equal at every
change of controller. Malmborg et al. propose a min-switch
strategy to satisfy this assumption, which implies that the
controller corresponding to the smallest Lyapunov function
should be selected. With the assumptions made, the min-
switch strategy implies a stable closed-loop system. A sim-
ilar approach is suggested by Bishop [1] where the individ-
ual Lyapunov functions are normalized to implicitly gener-
ate the switching surfaces.

Another approach to design stabilizing control laws is given
by Xu et al. [20] for second-order switched systems. Since
they restrict themselves to two dimensions, they can give
sufficient as well as necessary conditions for the stabiliza-
tion of the switched system.

The ideas of the strategy proposed in this paper originally
appeared in our work [16]. However, we have refined the
method to avoid sliding modes, if desirable. Furthermore,
conditions guaranteeing stability is proposed and formu-
lated as a nonlinear optimization problem, which, for a spe-
cific design parameter, results in a linear matrix inequality
(LMI) problem [2]. Two examples are proposed to illustrate
the strategy. The details of the strategy together with the
complete proofs of the stability results in this paper and a
detailed comparison with (some of) the above approaches
can be found in [14].

The outline of the paper is as follows: The min-projection
strategy is proposed in the next section together with an il-
lustrating example. Conditions guaranteeing stability ap-
plying the min-projection strategy are given in Section 3.
The min-projection strategy with hysteresis is described in
Section 4 followed by an example. Some conclusions end
the paper.



2 Design strategy

The problem considered in this paper is as follows: Let the
dynamic evolution of the switched system be described by
a differential equation of the form��������	��
	��	����� where � 	������������������� �"!$#&%�'(�
and �)�+*-, . The design task is to select the index function� .��� from the index set %�' at each time instant to stabilize
(in the sense of Lyapunov) the overall system. Even though
the index function might just be dependent on � , we will
suggest a feedback design strategy where � 	��� is a function
of the state � , or a hybrid feedback with memory in the loop
to avoid sliding motions described later on.

To complicate the situation, it is possible to restrict a spe-
cific vector field � � .��� to be selected only in parts of the
state space. Therefore, define / .��� by/ .���0�1�2� � 	�3�-�4% '65 � � 	�3� can be selected in �7!��
which denotes the set of all vector fields that are allowed to
be selected for the continuous state � . For a well-formulated
problem, it is assumed that the set / .��� is non-empty at
every state in the region of validity of the design, so at least
some vector field can be chosen at each state � .

There may be several reasons for not allowing a vector field
to be selected at certain states. For instance, there may per-
haps be requirements on the closed-loop system that ob-
viously are not fulfilled for certain vector fields at certain
states. Furthermore, the selection of a certain vector field
may indirectly lead to a closed-loop system that does not
satisfy the requirements, which is prevented by considering
it as non-allowable or forbidden at certain states. Physical
restrictions may also imply that certain vector fields do not
exist at certain continuous states. It is also possible to force
a vector field to be chosen at a certain state by allowing only
that one to be selected. This may be useful in case when it
is known a priori that a certain vector field best satisfies the
requirements in a specific region.

The design problem in this paper can be formulated as fol-
lows: For each state � , choose one vector field � � .��� from/ 	��� such that the closed-loop system becomes (exponen-
tially) stable (if possible).

2.1 Min-projection strategy
The proposed design strategy can be formulated as follows:

Let 8 �9*-,�:;, be a matrix. For a specific � (in the region of
validity), choose the vector field according to the criterion� � 	���<�>=@? A BDCFEGIH ��JK�ML@NO��JK� �QP 8 ��R@	�����
This strategy is denoted the min-projection strategy and is
very appealing from an engineering point of view, since it is

easy to apply (as well as understand). The intuition behind
the strategy is that the closed-loop system should become
stable if it is always possible to select a vector field that
points in a (projected) direction such that the trajectories ap-
proach the equilibrium point (see Theorem 1), cf. Figure 1.
By selecting the vector field corresponding to the smallest
such projection, there is therefore a good chance to obtain a
stable closed-loop system.
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Figure 1: The distance � P 8 � � 	�3� .
Before giving conditions guaranteeing stability of the strat-
egy, we illustrate the strategy in the following example.

2.2 Example 1
Consider the problem of switching between the following
two linear vector fields (the same vector fields as in [10]):bdc �fehg � ij g �)k � b$l �meng � jg i g �+k �
Applying the min-projection strategy, with 8 equal to the
identity matrix, implies thatb c � is selected for � c � lpo j �b l � is selected for � c � lpq j �
which results in a globally exponentially stable closed-loop
system (which can be verified by the stability results and op-
timization formulations described later on in this paper). In
fact, the min-projection strategy coincides in this example
with the time-optimal control to reach the origin. Some typ-
ical trajectory simulations of the obtained closed-loop be-
havior are pictured in Figure 2.

3 Conditions for stability

There are examples for which the application of the min-
projection strategy results in unstable closed-loop systems.
However, the intuition behind the min-projection strategy is
that the closed-loop system should result in a stable system
if it is always possible to select a vector field that points in a
(projected) direction such that the trajectories approach the
equilibrium point. The following theorem verifies this fact.

THEOREM 1 If 8 q j
, and there exist a constant r q j

such that for all states � (in the region of validity) at least
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Figure 2: Applying the min-projection strategy leads to a glob-
ally exponentially stable system.

some � � .��� � / .��� satisfies� � P 8 � � 	�3� o g r � P � �
then the min-projection strategy results in closed-loop sys-
tem where the origin

j
is exponentially stable in the sense

of Lyapunov.

In this theorem, it is assumed that the possible sliding mo-
tion dynamics is given by Filippov’s convex combination
definition [7]. The proof of this theorem follows then by
using the Lyapunov function � 	�3�h� � P 8 � , whose time
derivative satisfies

�� 	�3� o g r � P � for all trajectories [14].

If the conditions in Theorem 1 are satisfied, the trajectory
converges according to� �7.��� � o�� c��
	��� 
 � ��� � �
where

� c�q j
and

��l q j
, and ��� is the initial state. If��� � , and

����� J denote the smallest respectively the largest
eigenvalue of 8 , then it can be shown that the

�
-parameters

may be taken as
�;c ��� ����������� ! and

��l � "l � ����� [14].

3.1 All vector fields selectable
If all vector fields may be selected in the entire region of
validity, then the following lemma guarantees that the min-
projection strategy results in a stable closed-loop system.

LEMMA 1 If 8 q j
, and there exist constants r q j

and# �%$ j
, � ��% ' , such that'& �(' c # � q j

and

'& �)' c # �  � � P 8 � � .����* r � P ��� o j � (1)

then the min-projection strategy results in a closed-loop sys-
tem where the origin

j
is exponentially stable in the sense

of Lyapunov.

The proof follows by showing (by contradiction) that the
conditions in Theorem 1 are valid [14].

3.2 Linear vector fields
The conditions in Lemma 1 (Theorem 1) can be verified by
the following optimization problem in case of linear vector
fields (still assuming that all vector fields are selectable).

PROBLEM 1 If there is a solution toB^=,+ r subject to

0. r q j
,
# � $ j

, � �4%�' , - '�(' c # � � �
1.

j/. 8 o %
2. - '�(' c # �  b P� 8 * 8 b � � o g r %

then the min-projection strategy results in a closed-loop sys-
tem where the origin

j
is exponentially stable in the sense

of Lyapunov.

The unknown variables in this optimization problem are ther and the
# � :s. Furthermore, if the matrix 8 is not decided

a priori, we have to search for this variable as well.

If 8 is decided a priori, there is no need to require 8 o %
in the first condition. However, if 8 is unknown and it is a
part of the design strategy to select a 8 such that stability is
guaranteed (if possible), then the problem is scaled in such a
way that a solution 8 o % is sought. Without such a scaling,
the optimal solution would otherwise be obtained for r and� 8 �

infinitely large.

If 8 is decided a priori, Problem 1 is an LMI problem [2]
and can easily be solved by existing software [8]. However,
if 8 is not given a priori, the complication is that the un-
known variables

# � and 8 are multiplied, implying that the
inequality in the second condition is nonlinear. Hence, the
problem in this case is not an LMI problem. However, it
may be solved as a nonlinear optimization problem. Condi-
tions 1 and 2 are equivalent to the nonlinear constraints

1.
j/.10 CFA3 8 � , 0 CFAQ 8 g % � o j

2.
0 CFA� - '�(' c # �  b P� 8 * 8 b � �2* r % � o j

,

where
0 C�A�43 � denotes the eigenvalues of 3 , which are real

numbers since the matrices are symmetric. Hence, the op-
timization problem of finding the largest value of the lin-
ear objective function r satisfying nonlinear inequality con-
straints is a standard optimization problem which for in-
stance may be solved by the routine constr or attgoal in the
Optimization Toolbox by MATLAB [11].

In practice, the success of finding the optimal solution
to a nonlinear optimization problem depends strongly on



whether the initial start variables are close to the optimal
solution or not, since nonlinear optimization problems in
general are not convex optimization problems (which LMI
problems are). The practical consequence is that even if
there is a solution to the optimization problem where all
constraints are satisfied, the numerical routines may find
a solution corresponding to a local optimum, which hope-
fully satisfies the constraints. Any solution satisfying the
constraints in Problem 1 guarantees stability applying the
min-projection strategy, which is of primary concern, so it
is usually not crucial if a local optimum is found instead of
the global one. However, it is worse if no solution is found
at all.

3.3 Split optimization problem
In the case 8 is not decided a priori, it is possible to split
Problem 1 in two less complex optimization problems in
such a way that the possibility to find a valid solution in-
creases. If there exists a solution to Problem 1, then it is
necessary that

� 0  0 C�A3 '& �)' c # � b � * � % ��� o j
(2)

is satisfied for some
# � , � � % ' , and

� q j
, where

� 0
denotes the real part of a complex number. The reason is
that 8 q j

is a Lyapunov function for the matrix given byb � '& �(' c # � b � �
implying that the real part of all eigenvalues of this ma-
trix must be (strictly) negative. Hence, if no stable convex
combination of matrices

b � exists, then there is no solution8 q j
satisfying the conditions in Problem 1. This implies

without loss of generality that it is possible to first search
for a stable convex combination

b
and, if one is found, then

to find a quadratic Lyapunov function for the stable convex
combination. The first optimization problem may formally
be formulated as (unknown

�
and

# � :s):

PROBLEM 2BD= + � subject to

0.
� $ j

,
# � $ j

, � �4% ' , - '�)' c # � �1�
2.

� 0  0 CFA� - '�)' c # � b � * � % � � o j
This nonlinear optimization problem is in general easier to
solve than the previous one, since it does not contain the
unknown matrix 8 , implying that the number of unknown
variables is considerably reduced in case of a high dimen-
sion � . Note that a solution to Problems 1 and 2 exists if
some of the matrices

b � are stable.

The problem of finding a Lyapunov function verifying sta-
bility is an LMI problem in the unknown matrix 8 , and can
be formulated as (unknown 8 and r ):

LMI PROBLEM 1 If there is a solution toB^=,+ r subject to

0. r q j
1.

j/. 8 o %
2. - '�(' c # �  b P� 8 * 8 b � � o g r %

then the min–projection strategy results in a closed-loop
system where the origin

j
is exponentially stable in the sense

of Lyapunov.

The obtained solution is a solution satisfying the conditions
in Problem 1. If desirable, the found 8 matrix guarantees
stability using the min-projection strategy with an estimate
of

��l � "l ������� ( � r�� � if 8 is unknown and restricted by8 o % ). Furthermore, it is always possible to use the ob-
tained solution as initial values to the original optimization
problem in Problem 1 to find a better value of r , if feasible.

It should finally be pointed out that there are systems for
which it does not exist a stable convex combination but
still results in a stable closed-loop system applying the min-
projection strategy [14]. In this case, stability has to be
checked afterwards. It may for instance be verified by sim-
ulations or through a more formal analysis, for instance
by searching for a piecewise (multiple) quadratic Lyapunov
functions using linear matrix inequalities [15, 14].

4 Min-projection strategy with hysteresis

The direct application of the min-projection strategy may
result in a closed-loop system where sliding motions occur,
due to the fact that the selected vector field is only a func-
tion of the continuous state and not the used vector field.
The infinitely fast switchings in finite time between the vec-
tor fields � � .��� and � R 	�3� (or possible further vector fields)
occur at states satisfying � P 8 � � 	�3�(� � P 8 �KR .��� as a re-
sult of applying the min-projection strategy if the smallest
vector field projection on each side of this surface points
towards it [7, 17]. If sliding motions are undesirable, the
vector field changes cannot occur exactly at the coincid-
ing switching surface but have to be adjusted such that the
switch sets become separated. This can be achieved by in-
troducing hysteresis around the surfaces where sliding mo-
tions occur, meaning that the selected vector field will be
a function of both the continuous state and the vector field
around the sliding motion surfaces. Hence, a hybrid feed-
back with memory in the loop is obtained.

If Lemma 1 is satisfied, it is always possible to adjust the
switch surfaces such that sliding motions are avoided and
still guarantee stability of the closed-loop system, at a cost
of having a lower estimate of the convergence rate

� l
. For



a value
�r satisfying

j . �r . r , the regions of states where� � P 8 � � .���%* �r � P � o j
are satisfied for the different vec-

tor fields will strictly overlap each other, since a bound-
ary state � of the region of states satisfying

� � P 8 � � .��� *r � P � o j
is an interior point of the set of states satisfy-

ing
� � P 8 � � .���%* �r � P � o j

. Hence, by instead switching
vector fields at the boundary of

� � P 8 � � 	�3� * �r � P � o j
,

that is, at states satisfying
� � P 8 � � 	��� * �r � P ��� j

, sliding
motions are avoided with the disadvantage that

� l � �"l ����� �
instead of previously

� l � "l ������� . The larger a value of r
that can be obtained and the smaller a value of

�r that is ac-
cepted, the larger the hysteresis region becomes. A value of�r � j

only guarantees stability. However, it is most often
the case that r as well as

�r are quite conservative estimates,
and the trajectories usually converges much faster.

If it is desirable to avoid sliding motions, the min-projection
strategy is adjusted in the following way. Initially, the first
vector field to be selected is the one corresponding to the
smallest projection. Denote this vector field by � � 	��� . The
vector field does not change at the states where another pro-
jected vector field becomes smaller if sliding motions will
be the result, but remains the same until some state � sat-
isfying � P 8 � � 	�3� * �r � P �>� j

is reached, in which case
the vector field corresponding to the smallest projection is
selected. This adjusted strategy will be referred to the min-
projection strategy with hysteresis. Since it may be difficult
to decide whether sliding motions will occur in higher di-
mensions, all changes of vector fields may occur at surfaces� P 8 � � .����* �r � P � � j

.

5 Examples

To illustrate the min-projection strategy and the min-
projection strategy with hysteresis, consider the problem of
stabilizing the closed-loop system by switching among the
following three individually unstable linear vector fields:

b c � �� �@� ����� � g j � j@j i�� j � 	 � � 	j � � ��� � g � � 
�	�� � j � j ��� j� � � 
�	�� g � �� ��� j ��� ��
 � �
�� �

b l � �� g � � 
�� �@� g i;�F� j � � j � 
 i���ig j � ����	 j j � j ����	 j � j ����ij � j ����	 g i;� 	�����	 j � � � ��

�� �

b�� � �� j � j ��� � g j � j � � � g � ���������j ����	�
Q� j � � 	 j 
 g j �����@� jg �@� j ��� j � � j 
���� g 
Q� 	 � ��

�� �

0 C�A3 b c � � �� � � �F�@�����j � ��� ���g � � 
���	�i
0 C�A3 b$l � � �� � g � � i j ��
�@� ��	����j � � ��� j
0 C�A3 b�� � � � j � 
 ��	 ��� j � i�
 i�� �g i;� 
���	 �

There does not exist a stable convex combination for any
two matrices so the system cannot be stabilized by switch-
ing only between two of the linear systems. However, there
is a stable control-law switching between the three linear
systems. By solving Problem 2 and LMI problem 1 and
using the obtained values as initial data to Problem 1, the
result is a solution

# c � j � � i���� ,
# l � j � ������� ,

#�� � j � 
 j 	 j ,

8 � �� j �� j@j � g j � � i�i j g j � � j � 
g j � � i@i j j ��� � ��	 g j �F�@� � �g j � � j � 
 g j �F�@� � � j � ��i�
�	
�� �

and r � j � 
 � ��
 . This implies that
��l � j � � � j � . Hence, ap-

plying the min-projection strategy with this 8 matrix results
in a globally exponentially stable closed-loop system. Slid-
ing motions occur (defined according to Filippov’s convex
combination definition) but can be avoided if desirable by
applying the min-projection strategy with hysteresis. Tra-
jectory simulations in both cases are shown in Figure 3.
Note that all continuous states converge to the origin.
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Figure 3: Trajectory simulations applying the min-projection
strategy (above) without hysteresis and (below) with
hysteresis for a value of  !#"%$�& $�' .

The min-projection strategy and the min-projection strategy
with hysteresis have been inspired by the work of Peleties,
DeCarlo and Wicks [19, 18], and there are similarities
but also differences between the proposed design methods.
Peleties, DeCarlo and Wicks restrict the problem to switch-
ing between two individually unstable linear vector fields,
and propose methods to stabilize the closed-loop system
when a stable convex combination of the linear vector fields
exists. We have no theoretical restriction on the number of
vector fields used. Our strategy can be applied to linear as
well as nonlinear vector fields and we obtain estimates of
the convergence rate in the approach.



6 Conclusions

This paper has suggested a method to stabilize a system con-
sisting of several subsystems. The method is denoted min-
projection strategy since the vector field associated with the
smallest (skew) projection is selected in each state. Condi-
tions guaranteeing stability of the approach has been given
and it has been shown how to formulate these conditions as
a nonlinear optimization problem, or, for a pre-determined
projection matrix 8 as a linear matrix inequality (LMI)
problem. The nonlinear optimization problem has been split
into two less complex optimization problems by first search-
ing for a convex combination of the linear matrices, which is
a nonlinear optimization problem, and then finding the un-
known positive definite matrix 8 by solving an linear matrix
inequality (LMI) problem. It has been shown how sliding
motions can be avoided by introducing hysteresis around
the switch surfaces. Two examples have been given to mo-
tivate and exemplify the stabilization strategy.
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